Providing opportunities for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics undergraduates to engage in authentic scientific practices is likely to influence their view of science and may impact their decision to persist through graduation. Laboratory courses provide a natural place to introduce students to scientific practices, but existing curricula often miss this opportunity by focusing on confirming science content rather than exploring authentic questions. Integrating authentic science within laboratory courses is particularly challenging at high-enrollment institutions and community colleges, where access to research-active faculty may be limiting. The Authentic Inquiry through Modeling in Biology (AIM-Bio) curriculum presented here engages students in authentic scientific practices through iterative cycles of model generation, testing, and revision. AIM-Bio university and community college students demonstrated their ability to propose diverse models for biological phenomena, formulate and address hypotheses by designing and conducting experiments, and collaborate with classmates to revise models based on experimental data. Assessments demonstrated that AIM-Bio students had an enhanced sense of project ownership and greater identification as scientists compared with students in existing laboratory courses. AIM-Bio students also experienced measurable gains in their nature of science understanding and skills for doing science. Our results suggest AIM-Bio as a potential alternative to more resource-intensive curricula with similar outcomes.
INTRODUCTION
Recent calls for science educators to place greater emphasis on scientific skills (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2011; National Research Council [NRC] , 2012) reflect the fact that traditional forms of classroom science learning are often disconnected from the authentic practices of science. Although science skills are often included in learning objectives for laboratory courses, current research in science education points to the need to integrate learning goals for science skills and content throughout science learning. Reasons for this are twofold. First, instructional models that focus separately on teaching science concepts and skills often emphasize science facts without context and may impede integration of knowledge and contribute to persistent conceptual difficulties among students at the undergraduate level (Songer and Mintzes, 1994; Southard et al., 2016) . Approaches that teach science facts separately from science skills could also contribute to the inaccurate views about the nature of science that have been documented among undergraduate students (McComas et al., 1998) . Second, separation of science concepts from the practice of doing science is an artificial construct that does not mirror authentic science. Authentic research FIGURE 1. Diagram to illustrate difference between a traditional laboratory curricular approach and an Authentic Inquiry through Modeling in Biology (AIM-Bio) approach. The primary goal of the traditional approach is to use experiments to confirm instructor-provided, conceptual knowledge. The AIM-Bio approach aims to engage students in the process of science, using cycles of modeling to allow students to build their own explanations for scientific phenomena.
experiences within a course or mentored lab experience can increase students' confidence in studying biology, their interest in pursuing biological research, and their persistence to graduation in biology (Jones et al., 2010; Brownell et al., 2012) . Traditional laboratory courses, which lack authenticity, do not appear to have these same positive effects on students (Brownell et al., 2012) . Given current challenges in undergraduate persistence in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) majors, these differences present issues of equity, because many students will never have an opportunity to work in a research laboratory (Bangera and Brownell, 2014) . Despite widespread arguments to increase integration of authentic science practices within science courses, many questions remain about the best ways to facilitate this integration. Because so few undergraduate courses have fully integrated science-learning environments, relatively little is known about student learning that occurs in these contexts (Corwin et al., 2015) . Additionally, many practical barriers prevent broader application of an integrated approach, including relatively few exemplary curricula (especially in undergraduate biology).
In this paper, we advocate for an approach to undergraduate science teaching that engages students in authentic disciplinary practices throughout their course work. These forms of engagement can be integrated in different ways into diverse courses. Examples of undergraduate curricula that integrate scientific practices with content exist in physics, biology, and chemistry (Brewe, 2008; Walker et al., 2011; Zagallo et al., 2016) . In addition, course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs) have been demonstrated as a successful approach to integrating aspects of an authentic research experience with learning in a laboratory classroom setting (Auchincloss et al., 2014) . We suggest that consistent use of an integrated approach throughout an academic program could reframe the process of undergraduate student learning. With this new frame, from the start of their undergraduate careers, students could view themselves as solving authentic and relevant problems while developing expertise as scientists. Current research suggests that this frame could increase student learning, motivation in science and perhaps their persistence in a STEM field (Capon and Kuhn, 2004; Lopatto, 2007; Harrison et al., 2011; Pease and Kuhn, 2011; Graham et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015; Rodenbusch et al., 2016) . Meeting this goal will require development of new integrated curricula that address the learning objectives and challenges of diverse contexts. There is a particular need for integrated curricula in introductory courses, which can greatly impact students' decisions to continue within a STEM field. In response to this need, we present a novel curriculum for an introductory biology laboratory course: Authentic Inquiry through Modeling in Biology (AIM-Bio).
AIM-Bio is a one-semester curriculum that integrates the disciplinary practices of modeling, experimental design, and data interpretation with key concepts in molecular and cellular biology. To design this curriculum, we drew from epistemological research on how scientists use models as well as educational research on use of models in the classroom. Figure 1 provides an overview of the shift in instructional focus that was the driving force behind our design. Our goal was to move away from helping students to understand scientists' existing explanations and to move toward helping students build their own plausible explanations for scientific phenomena. The cycle on the left represents our view of a traditional laboratory curriculum in which students are presented with a science concept that motivates performance of an experiment. In this type of course, the purpose of experiments is often to generate evidence that confirms the scientific concept or explanation at hand. Although such a course may help students learn technical laboratory skills, scientific practices are not often integrated in the learning process. The spiral on the right represents our view of a curricular design based on the authentic practice of science. Here, students are presented with a phenomenon that motivates formation of an explanatory model, which leads to development of experimental tests that may provide evidence to support that model. Evidence often warrants revision of the model, and the cycle of experimentation is repeated until, if possible, a satisfactory model is reached. The second approach to instruction, which was the goal for our curricular design, places a greater emphasis on how scientific explanations must flexibly respond to scientific evidence. Furthermore, this type of instruction provides much greater motivation for students to generate and develop their own ideas. In our Results section, we illustrate how students in our curriculum generated and tested diverse plausible hypotheses, resulting in learning gains in both the affective and cognitive domains. In our view, the success of our curriculum depended in part upon leveraging students' ability to engage in model-based reasoning. This process was facilitated by our reliance on previously established principles for design of model based-inquiry instruction. Thus, we provide background on each of these aspects from the literature.
BACKGROUND

Model-Based Reasoning
Model-based reasoning (MBR) is useful for scientists, as it allows for the creativity that is necessary for forming new ideas in science. MBR differs from some other forms of scientific reasoning in that it "cannot be reduced to an algorithm in application," and even if it is used well, an incorrect solution can be produced (Nersessian, 2002) . Evidence from historical studies of scientists' work, think-aloud interviews with scientists, and "in vivo" observation of scientists doing their work all point to the use of models as thinking tools for development of new ideas in science (Dunbar, 1999; Nersessian, 1999; Odenbaugh, 2005) . MBR is a complex form of reasoning that incorporates use of analogy, imagery, conceptual change, and decision making (Nersessian, 2002) .
MBR is thought to rely on humans' ability to form mental models or internal representations that allow us to carry out thought experiments (Craik, 1967; Johnson-Laird, 1983 ). Such models act as analogies to the real or imagined world, capturing the spatial, temporal, and causal aspects of the world, as well as the constraints of that world (Johnson-Laird, 1983) . Representations of models can be propositional (primarily based on language and rule-based logic) or iconic (primarily based on symbols or images that demonstrate properties of the real world through similarity; Nersessian, 2008) . The nature of the representation is likely to impact the ways that it can be used to reason about a situation. For example, one might use an iconic mental representation of "changing a diaper" to decide what to throw in your diaper bag without ever creating a list of "materials needed to change a diaper" or "checklist for how to change a diaper." Nancy Nersessian (1999) proposed three MBR practices that are useful for creating new ideas in science: 1) creating analogies, 2) employing visual representations, and 3) thought experimenting (or mental simulation). First, when there is no currently available model to explain a phenomenon, scientists may "borrow" a model from elsewhere (creating analogies). Most often, the borrowed model is taken from a nearby situation; for example, in biology, one might create a hypothesis to explain a process in one organism from a mechanism demonstrated in another organism (Dunbar, 1999) . Second, mental models may be made explicit through visual representations (employing visual representations). Drawings and gesture may serve more than an explanatory role: in many cases they are considered to serve as an integral part of the "cognitive system," helping to support understanding of the causal and structural constraints and organize cognitive activity (Nersessian, 2002) . Significant literature from the cognitive and learning sciences supports the role of drawing and external representations in scientific reasoning (Van Meter and Garner, 2005; Quillin and Thomas, 2015) . Third, the practice of conducting thought experiments allows scientists to engage a powerful set of cognitive tools when reasoning with models. Scientists can use the tacit or explicit constraints of a model to mentally simulate the interactions within a mechanism (Nersessian, 2002) . The results of this simulation can uncover new constraints or affordances of the system, forming the basis for new hypotheses. Significant evidence from cognitive science suggests that mental simulation or "animation" can tap into the parts of the brain used to process sensory and motor inputs (Hegarty, 2004; Barsalou, 2008) . In short, the frequent use of MBR among scientists can be attributed to its utility, as it takes advantage of a variety of mental processes for creative problem solving.
Application of MBR in Molecular and Cellular Biology
For molecular biologists, mental models and their external representations are often mechanistic in form. Research on mechanistic reasoning (Machamer et al., 2000; Darden, 2002) describes the features that are common among the models biologists often use. Namely, these models include the spatial, temporal, and causal information that is needed to reason about the entities and activities in a model. For example, in a model of protein synthesis, a ribosome is an entity that performs the activity of adding amino acids to the growing polypeptide chain. Thus, mechanistic models in biology have several of the same features as "mental models" described by Johnson-Laird (1983) . In addition, mechanistic reasoning includes "forward and backward chaining" (Darden, 2002) , which is analogous to "mental simulation" (Hegarty, 2004) . In other words, the mechanistic models often used by biologists allow for simulative reasoning using constraints specified by the discipline.
The application of MBR to gain knowledge in biology is a complex interaction between data and model (Passmore et al., 2009) . A model is useful if it allows a scientist to conceptualize or explain a natural phenomenon or make predictions about that phenomenon (Odenbaugh, 2005) . Thus, biologists constantly evaluate a model based on how well it fits with observation and data and by its ability to predict experimental outcomes. Experiments are designed to test hypotheses formed through MBR, and data are examined for patterns that may support or disprove an aspect of the model or require its revision. In some cases, a model may be completely discarded and replaced. Thus, models serve an essential role in the ways scientists interact with data to construct explanations of natural phenomena.
Model-Based Instruction
Extensive use of models and modeling in K-12 classrooms has taken place in the form of "model-based inquiry" (MBI; Lehrer and Romberg, 1996; Penner et al., 1997; Stratford et al., 1998; Windschitl et al., 2008; Passmore et al., 2009; Schwarz et al., 2009) , through which students engage in the scientific practice of building, testing, and refining models based on inquiries conducted in the natural world. At the undergraduate level, MBI has been described in chemistry (Khan, 2007; Tien et al., 2007; Walker et al., 2011) and physics (Brewe, 2008; Zwickl et al., 2014) . In undergraduate biology, curricula have been developed for content-based courses that engage students in developing conceptual models (Speth et al., 2014; Bierema et al., 2017; Baze and Gray, 2018) or using models to aid in interpretation of data (Zagallo et al., 2016) . Svoboda and Passmore (2010) also described a small-enrollment course for biology students to engage in authentic mathematical modeling. However, as yet, we are unaware of published examples using an MBI approach of the type described here to develop a curriculum for an undergraduate biology laboratory course. This setting provides a unique opportunity for students to engage in the authentic scientific practices that surround building, testing, and revising models based on evidence from experimental data.
Just as modeling has been shown to support reasoning among scientists, previous work suggests the potential for model-based instruction to support students' cognition. For example, Clement (2008) demonstrated that asking a student to develop models supported conceptual change. Other studies have shown how a modeling approach could encourage students' sense-making in a classroom setting (Stewart et al., 2005; Bierema et al., 2017) . Based on what we understand about MBR among experts, it has been suggested that the ability to conduct productive mental modeling develops with learning in a domain (Ippolito and Tweney, 1995; Nersessian, 2002) , further emphasizing the importance of allowing students to practice this skill through schooling.
EDUCATIONAL SETTING
This study took place at a large, public university and a local community college, both recognized as Hispanic-serving institutions (having at least 25% Hispanic students). Both institutions offer Introduction to Molecular and Cellular Biology (IMCB), a one-semester course requirement for a range of life science majors. The course topics include the chemistry of life, biomolecules, cellular respiration and photosynthesis, the central dogma, control of gene expression, DNA replication, meiosis and mitosis, cell structure and signaling, and Mendelian genetics. More than 1800 students enroll in this course each year; many of these students are from groups traditionally underrepresented in science.
At the university, the IMCB lecture and the IMCB laboratory are offered as separately graded courses. The unrevised laboratory course differs from a traditional biology laboratory course in that many of the activities involve students working through tutorials accompanied by online simulations with the aim of reinforcing course content. Wet-lab components of the laboratory involve students making predictions and designing experiments to confirm principles covered in the course. Although attempts are made to coordinate the content covered and the order of topics, the two courses are not tightly aligned. Students may choose to take the two courses concurrently or during different semesters. As a result, students come to the laboratory with a diversity of backgrounds, ranging from freshmen with relatively little background knowledge to seniors in their last semester of a life science major (e.g., physiology). Students in a single laboratory section do not necessarily take the same section of the lecture course. Each laboratory section enrolls approximately 25 students and meets for 3 hours once per week for 14 weeks. Instructors are typically graduate or undergraduate teaching assistants (TAs) working under the supervision of the laboratory director. Resources for materials and equipment in the IMCB laboratory are limited relative to many other institutions, as the department wishes to keep course fees low for students.
At the community college, IMCB is taught as a combined lecture and laboratory course. Instructors are free to use the combined course time flexibly to achieve lecture and laboratory goals. Sections of the course typically enroll 25 students. Both portions of the course are typically taught in the same room. Before the experimental semester of this project, the laboratory portion of the course was recognizable as a traditional laboratory course in which students primarily reinforced course material by conducting confirmatory experiments. Instructors are typically full-time (or sometimes adjunct) faculty members. As at the university, students come with a wide range of preparedness, with the additional challenge that many students are taking classes while balancing full-or part-time employment.
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
The research described here takes place within the context of an instructional design project. This project aims to create and test a MBI curriculum for an introductory molecular and cellular biology laboratory course. We refer to our curriculum as Authentic Inquiry through Modeling in Biology (AIM-Bio).
Our goals for the project include that the AIM-Bio curriculum will 1. follow integrated learning objectives that address both key concepts and scientific practices; 2. center on models as thinking tools; 3. equip students with skills and confidence to build and refine different types of biological models; 4. focus on the relationship between models and experimental data; and 5. connect students to authentic research by allowing them to conduct inquiries related to ongoing projects by local scientists.
To meet these instructional goals, we developed our curriculum using design principles derived from the literature on MBR and MBI. The first principle was building units around cycles of modeling. We aimed for these cycles to provide students with multiple opportunities to create and modify models based on evidence gathered and/or comparison with other possible models (Lehrer and Schauble, 2006) . The second design principle was scientific inquiry. Effective MBI instruction is highly student centered. Students are expected to form their own hypotheses and explanations and to adapt these ideas through experimental tests. This approach depends on students' willingness to generate and share their own ideas. Thus, the AIM-Bio approach depends on students' agency in science and also provides the potential for growth of student agency through the curriculum. The third principle was model diversity. We included this principle based on prior research suggesting that tasks that elicit variation in students' hypotheses and models allow for greater learning about scientific practice (Lehrer and Schauble, 2006) . We also reasoned that such diversity would provide a place to support students' agency in the science classroom. The fourth design principle was model testing. Students were asked to use their models to make predictions about what they might observe through experimentation and to use their results as evidence for or against a particular model (Windschitl et al., 2008) . This principle ensured that students would gain experience in navigating between the theoretical and empirical aspects of scientific practice. The fifth principle was inclusion of public discussion of models. It was necessary to develop a classroom culture to support MBI. Previous work highlights the importance of asking students to share their models and evidence with classmates and to develop arguments to defend their models against peer critiques (Stewart et al., 2005) . The final principle was ensuring the appropriate task difficulty level. An adequate level of challenge in the laboratory activity is important for supporting MBI. If one simple model obviously describes a data set, conversations about competing models and model testing will be hard to support (Stewart et al., 2005) . At the same time, our student population is very diverse in their levels of preparation. Ensuring appropriate difficulty level for different students required building a curriculum that was open enough to allow different students to reach different endpoints. In addition, task difficulty is related to how well a student may expect to perform that task, which is heavily tied to his or her motivation for classroom engagement (Wigfield and Eccles, 2000) . Opportunities to overcome obstacles and succeed in a domain are important for development of students' self-efficacy and willingness to persist in that domain. Thus, the difficulty level of tasks is likely to be particularly important in MBI curricula.
Following these principles, we designed a multi-unit, one-semester curriculum, outlined in Table 1 . In the following sections, we describe ways in which our design principles drove creation of our AIM-Bio curriculum.
Engaging Students in Cycles of Modeling
The curriculum was deliberately structured to engage students in cycles of modeling. Each unit focused on iteratively building models of a target phenomenon. Students first observed the phenomenon, then worked together in groups of two or three to draw an explanatory model of the phenomenon. Next, they used their models to formulate testable hypotheses and predictions, which they tested by designing and carrying out their own experiments. On the basis of the resulting data, they revisited and revised their models. Finally, they reflected on the process in individual end-of-unit reports in which, among other things, they were asked how their models had changed, how their models were supported by the data, and how they might continue to test and refine their models if given the time and resources to do so.
Supporting Scientific Inquiry
We aimed to design a curriculum that gives students a leading role in guiding the specific direction of inquiry. Whenever possible, students observed and noticed the focus phenomenon themselves rather than being told what to look for. This was the case in the black box, membrane transport, bacterial growth, and Chlamydomonas phototaxis units. To achieve this, we chose phenomena that were readily observable by our students and that reliably pique students' interest enough to beg explanation. Although the questions posed by the phenomenon in each unit were constrained by design (we as the designers intended for the students to ask questions aimed at explaining a particular phenomenon upon making their initial observations), allowing students to observe and notice the phenomenon themselves gave them greater ownership and motivated them to engage in the modeling cycle as they attempted to explain the phenomenon. Moreover, although the broad question-"How/Why does _______ happen?"-was determined by the designers' choice of phenomenon, more specific questions of "What is the role of ________ in making this happen?" were left up to the students as they created their models. Whereas they were all seeking to explain the same phenomenon, different students proposed and investigated different potential mechanisms. Such open-endedness was made possible by two decisions. First, we chose noncanonical phenomena as the foci for the units. Second, we chose to not provide or drive students toward "correct" explanations for the phenomena at any point. By choosing noncanonical phenomena, we shifted the goal from familiarizing students with a phenomenon and its canonical explanation to supporting them in building, testing, and revising biologically plausible-although potentially wrong-explanations using domain knowledge and evidence. In other words, we shifted the expectation from learning explanations to building explanations in an authentically scientific way through cycles of modeling. We reinforced this shift by choosing not to "lift the curtain" at the end of the unit. Avoiding an instructor-sanctioned answer maintained the focus on students' explanations, arguments, and evidence. In our view, providing an answer at the end of the unit would likely remove students' motivation to invest the energy to strive for the most defensible explanation. The decision to use noncanonical target phenomena made this possible: students were not disadvantaged by not arriving at a correct or complete explanation.
Supporting Model Diversity
The choice of phenomenon is also important for supporting model diversity. As explored in the Results section, different phenomena lent themselves to diverse models in different ways. Some target phenomena (employed in the black box, membrane transport, bacterial growth, and pathway thinking in yeast units) are relatively simple phenomena that nonetheless have multiple biologically plausible explanations that are accessible to students. Others (employed in the Chlamydomonas phototaxis and computational cancer labs) have sufficient complexity that students can choose to explore different aspects of the same phenomenon.
Engaging Students in Model Testing
Model testing is at the heart of practicing science. In each modeling cycle, students were required to use their models to predict experimental outcomes and relate experimental data back to their models to determine whether or not elements of their models were supported. Although hypothesis-testing and experimentation are present in some form in most biology lab courses, the agency afforded students in how they chose to test their models was a key element of our AIM-Bio curriculum design. A diversity of student models called for a diversity of potential experimental tests. The black box, bacterial growth, computational cancer, and Chlamydomonas phototaxis units each involved different student groups designing, justifying, and carrying out different experiments to test components of their own particular models. Realizing this design element required anticipating a broad range of student ideas and making appropriate materials available for testing those ideas. We also constrained students somewhat by providing them with a list of available materials and tasking them with formulating a hypothesis that they would be able to test. Our experience was that students' hypotheses were not overly limited by the materials available-all groups were able to test central hypotheses of their models with the given materials.
Supporting Public Discussion of Models
In each unit, we built in multiple opportunities for students to share and discuss their models. For instance, after students drew their initial models, we typically chose a few different models-representative of different types of ideas in the classroom-and asked those groups to share and describe their models. This gave students insight into the diversity of hypotheses and representations being created by their peers. We also posted student models for each unit in a shared online lab notebook so that students could reference different class models at will. To foster more in-depth discussion and comparison of models, we sometimes combined two or three groups and directed them to compare their models and ask any questions necessary to understand one another's models and the decisions that went into making them. When students shared data with one another, we instructed them to do so in relation to their models: Why did they perform the experiment that they did? What were they expecting to see? How did the resulting data relate to their model? This provided a concrete context in which students could consider the mechanisms within and evidentiary support for different models. Finally, we continually supported informal sharing of models and ideas through instruction. We frequently referred student groups to other groups when we felt that they had complementary ideas and/or data.
Ensuring Appropriate Task Difficulty Level
Because the entire modeling cycle is driven by student-generated ideas, there is a gradient of potential beginning and endpoints. Students' explanations can vary in level of sophistication, detail, strength of evidence, and quality of argument from evidence. Once again, choice of phenomena is important. We aimed for focus phenomena that were straightforward enough to be described by poorly prepared students. At the same time, we chose phenomena that could potentially be explained with multiple mechanisms that would be plausible to students with a more sophisticated background and understanding.
Identifying and Developing Target Phenomena for the AIM-Bio Approach
The choice of phenomena is central to the AIM-Bio approach. The key design criteria have been discussed: phenomena should be noncanonical, they should ideally be observable by students, they should have multiple plausible hypotheses that are accessible to students, and those hypotheses should be testable given the material and logistical constraints of the lab. In practice, identifying and developing these phenomena for instruction is an iterative process, which we describe in the paragraph that follows.
We relied heavily on the primary literature and on research scientists from the university to identify and develop appropriate phenomena for instruction. Guided by course content objectives, we typically began by identifying a system to explore (e.g., we chose Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a system in which to develop instruction integrating pathway thinking). Our choice of system was often informed by the research carried out at our university. We felt that this increased authenticity, as it connected the curriculum to local ongoing research. It also provided us the valuable resource of local expertise in the system. Once we identified a system, we combed primary literature and/or discussed options with researchers, applying the criteria described earlier to identify an appropriate target phenomenon. Phenomena for which multiple hypotheses had been explored in the literature were particularly attractive, as they were likely to elicit multiple hypotheses from our students. After identifying a potential target phenomenon, we informally piloted it to test its ability to elicit multiple models from individuals with a wide range of expertise. In addition to brainstorming potential explanations ourselves, we piloted the phenomenon in an interview setting by asking students to pose an explanation and how they might test it. Potential target phenomena that succeeded in eliciting multiple possible explanations were considered promising. Finally, we developed instructional materials and laboratory protocols for developing the target phenomenon into an AIMBio unit. Instructional materials were intended to appropriately frame the phenomenon and provide students with background information that could help them engage productively in attempting to explain the phenomenon. Laboratory protocols were found in the literature and shared by local research scientists and typically adapted to meet our constraints.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this paper, we describe how the model based-inquiry curriculum we designed supports students' development of cognitive skills for doing science. We first looked for evidence to test whether our instructional design fostered the kinds of student-driven generative reasoning that we aimed to encourage. Specifically, we examined the extent to which students developed diverse models and hypotheses, designed appropriate tests for those hypotheses, and revised their models in response to evidence (research question 1). Developing one's own hypotheses and experiments requires independent or creative thought. We asked whether the opportunity to engage in this type of activity within the AIM-Bio curriculum influenced students' agency and identification of themselves as scientists within the curriculum (research question 2). Finally, by engaging directly in the cognitive as well as technical aspects of the scientific process, students should gain more sophisticated views of the nature of science and increase their skills for doing science. We aimed to measure the extent to which this occurred in the curriculum (research question 3). Thus, the research questions that we address in this paper are 1. Can an AIM-Bio curriculum support students in generating, testing, and revising a diversity of explanatory hypotheses? 2. To what extend do students identify as scientists and take agency of their own ideas within an AIM-Bio curriculum? 3. Does an AIM-Bio curriculum impact students' views of the nature of science and/or scientific skills?
METHODS
Implementation
The AIM-Bio curriculum was phased in over two semesters. cotaught one section of IMCB that incorporated three units of the AIM-Bio curriculum (black box, membrane transport, and bacterial growth), adapted for the community college setting and taught over eight class periods. The curriculum for the community college AIM-Bio section also concluded with a CURE unit conducted in collaboration with a research group from the university. In the CURE unit, students prepared insect samples for genetic bar-coding using a given protocol, then compared their sequences with databased species using a BLAST search. At the end of the semester, the students' sequences were databased by the research group for use as part of an ongoing project. Students at both the university and community college enrolled in the course without being notified that they would be experiencing a new curriculum. This allowed us to draw comparisons between students in the AIM-Bio and unrevised curricula without accounting for possible self-selection effects.
In all AIM-Bio sections, students self-selected into groups that were kept stable for the duration of the course, except for a few particular instances in which the instructor adjusted groups as deemed necessary to ensure productive interaction between students. Anecdotally, students perform well on complex tasks when allowed to maintain stable groups, as it allows them to develop relationships with those with whom they are working. This choice also decreases the logistical demands on the instructor.
At the university, each lab meeting was preceded by a preclass assignment (typically consisting of a short reading and an online multiple-choice quiz) and began with a brief quiz typically consisting of five to seven multiple-choice and short-answer questions focusing on the prelab assignment and previously discussed concepts. In-lab assignments included worksheets guiding students through lab tasks (e.g., initial observations of the phenomena, brainstorming experiments) and in-class formulation of group models. At the end of each unit, we assigned individual reports. These reports gave students the opportunity to describe and interpret their data, propose models (either the group models from class or their own individual models, if they preferred), support their models with the data, and describe necessary revisions to their original models based on the data. We gave extensive formative feedback on reports. In particular, we emphasized the importance of including explanatory mechanisms in their models (as opposed to mere descriptions of the phenomena), interpreting experimental data, and supporting their models by directly relating specific results to components of their models. At the end of the semester, we administered a final exam that included both content and skill-based items.
At the community college, the AIM-Bio units were structured to roughly adhere to the format of other lab units for the course. We assigned preclass reading before each unit. In-lab assignments included worksheets guiding students through lab tasks (similar to those used at the university) and in-class formulation of group models. At the end of each AIM-Bio unit, we gave students a take-home assignment (formatted as a worksheet) in which they described their models, supported them with data from the class, and described necessary revisions to their original models based on the data. We provided extensive formative feedback on these assignments. As at the university, we focused particularly on having explanatory models, interpreting data, and supporting their models by relating model components directly to the data. The final exam for the course included a section assessing the skills practiced in the AIM-Bio units.
At both the community college and the university, course points and instructor feedback for the AIM-Bio units were structured with the goal of emphasizing scientific process skills of modeling, data interpretation, and relating data to models.
Data Collection
Data from a total of 781 students are included in this study. We collected data across four semesters (Fall 2016 -Spring 2018 in four different contexts: unrevised and AIM-Bio sections of the IMCB course at the community college and unrevised and AIMBio sections of the IMCB laboratory course at the university. Table 2 shows a breakdown of student participation in the parts of the study reported on here. All research activities were approved by the University of Arizona Internal Review Board.
Data collection included the administration of the Project Ownership Survey (POS; Hanauer and Dolan, 2014) and the adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (Benford and Lawson, 2001, adapted from Lawson, 1978) . Both instruments were administered at the university via an online format. The POS was administered in a pencil-and-paper format at the community college. We also conducted pre/post student interviews outside class time using protocols adapted from Russell and Weaver (2011) and Southard et al. (2017) at both the university and community college. Students were compensated for these interviews with small gift cards. On the basis of analysis of these interviews, we created and administered a written survey to assess nature of science understanding and identity as a scientist (interview analysis and development of the written survey are described in more detail later). The written survey was administered as part of an in-class quiz in the AIM-Bio section at the university, as part of a written take-home final in the AIMBio section at the community college, and as an in-class survey in unrevised sections of the IMCB laboratory at the university. Finally, we collected extensive documentation of the instructional intervention (audio recordings of instructors and consenting student groups, copies of consenting students' work, and researcher field notes).
This paper focuses on a subset of collected materials. To address our first research question, we used written artifacts collected from students. For the second research question, we drew from the results of the POS, interviews with students, and the written survey. For the third research question, we drew from the results of the adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning and the written survey.
Qualitative Data Analysis
To address our first research question, we analyzed student models, experimental designs, in-class written reflections, and end-of-unit lab reports. To better understand how students generated, tested, and revised models, two researchers reviewed and discussed student artifacts from two units (the bacterial growth unit and the Chlamydomonas phototaxis unit). Examples of artifacts were chosen to highlight apparent themes. Finally, we developed a coding scheme to categorize the different explanations students proposed for the same biological phenomenon in the bacterial growth unit. This coding scheme is presented in the Supplemental Material. Two coders independently coded each model drawing with one or more codes, with an interrater agreement of 74%. The coders then came to agreement on all codes presented in the Results section.
To address research questions 2 and 3, we conducted pre/ post student interviews focusing on the nature of science and students' identities as scientists. We adapted the interview protocol from Russell and Weaver (2011) , who themselves adapted the questions from the Views of Nature of Science Form (Lederman et al., 2002) . In adapting the interview protocol, we added questions intended to gauge students' identities as scientists. We conducted pilot interviews with students from sections of the unrevised university laboratory and community college IMCB courses in Fall 2016. On the basis of a subset of transcripts from these interviews, we developed a coding scheme to capture indicators of the sophistication of students' understanding of nature of science (for nature of science questions) and recurring themes in students' descriptions of whether, when, and why they identified as scientists. We applied this coding scheme to the remainder of the transcripts, revising the coding scheme as necessary for clarification. We conducted interviews with students from the AIM-Bio university course in Spring 2017 and applied the same coding scheme to transcripts from those interviews, revising the coding scheme as necessary to capture themes that were prominent in the interviews with students from the AIM-Bio course, but not the unrevised course. On the basis of this analysis, we narrowed the interview protocol to a list of four questions that gave us the most insight into students' understanding of the nature of science and their identities as scientists:
• What is an experiment?
• Please describe an example of an experiment.
• What is a theory?
• Have you ever felt like a scientist? Please explain. Many students chose to participate in multiple parts of the study. Data from a total of 781 students were collected for this study.
We administered these questions in two forms in Fall 2017: as the first part of a larger interview protocol with students from the university AIM-Bio course (pre/post) and as a written version given to students in university AIM-Bio (pre/post), community college AIM-Bio (post), and university unrevised (post) sections of IMCB. We verified that students gave similar answers for verbal and written forms of the questions by comparing written and verbal responses for students to whom we administered the questions in both forms. We applied the coding scheme developed for the interviews to students' responses to university AIM-Bio students' entire written surveys, and to the last question for all students' surveys. We modified the coding scheme slightly for clarification. The final coding scheme is available in the Supplemental Material. Two independent researchers (M.S.B. and S.D.H.) applied the coding scheme, with an interrater agreement of 79%. The coders then came to agreement on all codes presented in the Results section.
Using the codes assigned to AIM-Bio students' pre/post survey responses for the first three questions, we calculated pre/ post Nature of Science scores for each student. Following an algorithm (included in the Supplemental Material), we gave a score between 0 and 3 for each of the three questions, with higher numbers indicating greater degrees of sophistication evident in the response, as reflected in the codes assigned. We then summed the scores for the three questions to generate a Nature of Science score with a value between 0 and 9.
Statistical Data Analysis
To further address our second research question, we administered the POS to students in unrevised and AIM-Bio sections at both the university and community college. Initially, we compared means on the entire instrument between unrevised and AIM-Bio sections at each institution, using Welch's two-sample t test. To gain a finer-grained picture of how the populations differed, we also compared means for each item, as originally reported in Hanauer and Dolan (2014) . Because we noticed differences in certain groups of items between sections, we performed an exploratory factor analysis using maximum-likelihood extraction and oblimim with Kaiser normalization rotation. We identified four latent variables that together explained 67% of the variance in the data. We assigned items to four categories according to how they loaded onto the four latent variables (shown in Supplemental Tables S1 and S2). On the basis of the items in these categories, we characterized them as Personal Investment, Real-World Contributions, Positive Emotions, and Self-Efficacy/Unexpected Experiences. We compared the means within these categories between unrevised and AIM-Bio sections at each institution using Welch's two-sample t test.
In addressing our third research question, we asked whether there was a positive shift in university AIM-Bio students' Nature of Science scores (described earlier) from pre to post. We compared the pre and post score distributions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which is appropriate for determining significant differences between the distributions of paired sets of ordinal data. We also asked whether students' skills increased over the course of the semester. Before analyzing the adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning, we removed questions 14, 16, 19, and 20, due to potentially confusing wording in the published instrument. We compared distributions of university AIM-Bio students' pre and post scores on the remaining questions using Welch's two-tailed paired t test.
RESULTS
Can an AIM-Bio Curriculum Support Students in Generating, Testing, and Revising a Diversity of Explanatory Hypotheses? Our first instructional design principle was to engage students in cycles of modeling that would allow students to produce and refine models to explain observed biological phenomena. During this process, students engaged in model testing by designing and carrying out experiments and analyzing data from those experiments. Importantly, we aimed to foster model diversity across the classroom. To accomplish these goals, we needed to design activities in which more than one model was plausible and testable with the materials we had available. Here, we provide examples from two different AIM-Bio units to highlight the kinds of models students produced and the experiments they designed to test their models.
Example 1: Bacterial Growth. In this unit, students were presented with six different culture conditions (summarized in Figure 2 ). Two bacterial species, A and E, were grown separately and together in two different growth media: a rich culture medium (ATCC#3) and a sparer medium containing colominic acid (CA; medium #2). Upon performing a Gram stain of the cultures, students observed a puzzling phenomenon: although both bacterial species thrive in the ATCC#3 medium and species A thrives in medium #2, species E only thrives in medium #2 when cocultured with A. We then asked students to FIGURE 2. Students were presented with cultures of bacteria grown in two different media. ATCC #3 is a rich medium containing meat extract and peptone. Medium #2 is a minimal medium containing colominic acid (CA). CA is a polymer of N-acetylneuraminic acid (NA). NA is also a component of complex sugars found on the surface of mammalian cell membranes. Two species of bacteria were cultured alone or together in the different growth media. Students performed Gram stains and saw that one of the species (species A) grew readily in both media, but the other species (species E) thrived in ATCC #3 alone but did not thrive in medium #2 unless it was cocultured with species A. S. D. Hester et al. work in small groups to draw models that might explain this phenomenon.
Students generated and tested diverse models to explain the bacterial growth phenomenon (Figure 3 ). For example, one group proposed the hypothesis that species A metabolizes CA, which provides nutrients for species E ( Figure 3A) . Another group hypothesized that species A protects species E from harm by CA ( Figure 3B) . A third group hypothesized that species A transfers something to species E that it needs to survive in medium #2 ( Figure 3C ). When we examined models collected from students over four different AIM-Bio sections of IMCB, we saw that there was overall diversity in the models students drew (Figure 4) . The hypotheses that students formulated fell into six categories, with most fitting into one of three categories. Two student groups simply drew the biological phenomenon but did not attempt to provide a mechanism to explain it. Model drawings for each of the four sections of the course fell into at least three different categories, suggesting reliable diversity of ideas within the classroom. The three most common categories were present in three of four sections of the course. This suggests that, when teaching this unit, an instructor can predict that these more common hypotheses will usually be present somewhere in the classroom.
We next provided students with opportunities to test and revise their models. This required that materials be available to support the ideas that students wanted to test. To facilitate alignment between students' hypotheses and possible experimental tests, we provided students with a list of available laboratory materials and asked them to work with one other group to examine their models and devise a "testable hypothesis." FIGURE 3. Students worked in groups of two or three students to generate models to explain the bacterial growth phenomenon. (A-C) Three different models are shown to illustrate the diverse hypotheses that students generated in this instructional context. Students worked in combined groups of four to six students to compare their models and devise a testable hypothesis based on their model and a list of available laboratory materials.
AIM-Bio Lab Curriculum FIGURE 4. Students' initial model drawings for the bacterial growth unit were coded for types of explanations included (the coding scheme is included in the Supplemental Material).
Students generated and conducted a diverse set of experiments to test their hypotheses. Figure 5 shows experimental conditions designed by the students whose models are shown in Figure 3 . For example, a central element of the model shown in Figure 3C is the speculation that there is "transfer of some unknown compound or substance that bacteria A releases and E uptakes in order to survive." Working with another group, these students stated the hypothesis, "E cannot survive in Medium #2 without A because it releases something that E can use. A consumes colominic acid and E consumes its byproduct." They reasoned that the physical presence of species A was not required for species E to thrive, as long as species A's "by-product" was present in the medium. To test this, the students designed and carried out the experimental condition described in Figure 5C . The students began with an established culture of species A in medium #2 with CA. They removed the bacterial cells from the medium by centrifuging the culture, removing the supernatant, and sterilizing it with a syringe filter. They then cultured bacteria E in the sterilized supernatant. The students predicted that species E would thrive in this culture, as it should contain the necessary "by-product" released by species A into the medium.
After conducting their experiments, students shared their findings with other groups. Then the original small groups met to draw a revised model. Figure 6 shows revised models for the groups whose initial models are shown in Figure 3 , A and B. Students often included a greater level of molecular mechanism in their revised models. For example, Figure 6A shows the model that was the revision of the model shown in Figure 3A . The initial model mentions in words that "A produces enzymes that can break down colominic acid into useable energy." The revised model, however, includes a molecular mechanism for how this could occur: in the presence of CA, species A secretes an "acidase" that breaks the polymer CA into sugar monomers that can diffuse into the cells of both species and be metabolized. Moreover, although the initial model included the central idea in some form, it was encoded largely in words (the images do not do much "work" in communicating the ideas) and lacked spatial detail. The revised model, on the other hand, depicts dynamic spatial relationships between entities in the model. The revised model also incorporates a molecular mechanism that is entirely absent from their initial model: a signal protein that detects CA and "triggers the production of acidase." Interestingly, the annotation of this mechanism in the model ends with a question mark, indicating that the students are deliberately incorporating speculative molecular mechanisms that are biologically plausible but lack current, direct evidence. By using models as a space to generate explanations that reflect current experimental knowledge as well as plausible hypotheses, students were engaging in modeling practices similar to those used by expert scientists.
Students were asked to reflect on their model revision in their lab reports. In the following excerpt from an end-of-unit lab report, one of the students involved in drawing the models shown in Figures 3A and 6A describes how their revised model was supported by the experimental evidence collected by their team:
Species A has evolved an enzyme that can break down colominic acid into metabolizable sugars as shown in UV tests noted above. It must excrete this enzyme outside the cell due to the large size of the CA molecule and its thick cell wall (gram positive test). Species A has also developed some type of signal protein that interacts with CA so the cell only produces this enzyme when needed saving energy. This is supported by the finding that A does not produce this enzyme in ATTC3 medium. Species E is unable to metabolize CA as tests show it cannot grow alone in CA medium. However, because A must breakdown the CA in the outside environment, species E can steal and metabolize the CA monomers. This is why E can grow in CA medium with A and, why it can grow really well alone in CA medium that has been treated with A and then filtered out.
The student then goes on to reflect on how and why their original model changed from the beginning of the unit:
Our original model depicted more of a symbiotic relationship between the two species but tests that show more limited E growth with A compared to A filtered medium caused us to revise our model.
In some cases, students' experimental data did not support their original hypotheses. For example, the group that drew the initial model in Figure 3B tested their "acid attack hypothesis" by culturing species E in ATCC#3 medium containing CA and in medium #2 without CA ( Figure 5B ). Counter to their prediction that species E would be unable to thrive in ATCC#3 with CA, they saw no decrease in bacterial growth compared with the condition of species E cultured in ATCC#3 without CA. Likewise, counter to their prediction that species E would thrive in medium #2 without CA, they saw no increase in bacterial growth compared with the condition of species E S. D. Hester et al. cultured in medium #2 with CA. Thus, they decided to draw a model based on their understanding of the data collected by other groups-in this case, a version of the CA metabolism hypothesis ( Figure 6B ).
In her end-of-unit lab report, one of the students involved in drawing the models shown in Figure 3B and 6B described abandoning their original model when their experimental results were not consistent with their tested hypothesis:
FIGURE 5. Combined groups of four to six students worked together to design and conduct experiments to test their hypotheses. Images show the overall concept of three groups' experiments. Additional conditions and controls were included by students but are not shown here. The experiments shown in A, B, and C correspond to the models drawn by students in Figure 3 , A, B, and C, respectively. FIGURE 6. Groups of two or three students drew revised models after they completed their experiments and shared findings with other groups. The models shown in A and B were drawn by the same students who drew the models shown in Figure 3 , A and B, respectively.
The refuting of our hypothesis caused us to have to drastically change our model from Week 4. Our original model included a drawing of the colominic acid breaking down the membrane of Species E, causing Species E to lose energy and carbohydrates. It also included a drawing of Species A somewhat enveloping Species E to add an additional layer of protection so that colominic acid would be unable to break down Species E, while Species A would also bring in additional carbohydrates and energy that would allow Species E to thrive. Our new model was completely different than our original and showed the catabolic process Species A performs in order to allow Species E to survive in the acidic environment. This drawing shows Species A breaking down the colominic acid bonds, while Species E takes these bonds and consumes them in order to survive. Unlike the original model, our group completely dropped the idea that the colominic acid breaks down the bacteria's outer membrane and completely destroys Species E. Instead, we now show that Species E does not get completely destroyed, but is still able to survive [underlined emphasis added].
The student reports that their group's revised model was based primarily on experimental results shared by groups who conducted experiments different from their own:
After looking at other groups' data, our hypothesis was only proved more incorrect, and our findings during Week 6 were more supported….Species A is able to break down colominic acid and the byproduct that is created from the breakdown of the colominic acid is consumed or taken in by Species E, allowing E to survive. Essentially, the chemical structure of colominic acid is primarily held together by bonds that species A is able to catabolize. These broken bonds serve as energy for Species E, allowing Species E to survive. We were able to figure out about this catabolic reaction due to the findings of other groups [underlined emphasis added].
Revised models tended to have less diversity than the original models, in that students were moving toward models that were better supported by the collective data of the class. However, there remained significant diversity in the details of how the models were drawn and what details were included. More importantly, uncertainty remained among students about the details of the mechanism within the model and how they might be supported with further experimentation. As one student wrote in an end-of-unit reflection in class, I would like to test how the enzymes break down CA. Whether it is partially digested outside and then completely digested inside or completely digested and then the monomers are broken down. This part of our model is still unclear. Also, I would like to test if E is metabolizing the broken down CA, in a way stealing from A's food source. This is an aspect of another group's model that we have not considered [underlined emphasis added].
This remaining uncertainty helped underscore the nature of authentic science to students. Additionally, because the "correct" answer to the bacterial growth puzzle was never revealed by the instructors, students could retain agency as authentic investigators for the modeling cycles in subsequent units of the curriculum.
Example 2: Chlamydomonas Phototaxis. In the bacterial growth unit, generative reasoning was encouraged because the phenomenon presents a puzzle that can be "solved" through different hypothetical mechanisms. In another unit, students created and revised models to explain the mechanism for phototaxis (swimming toward light) for a unicellular algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. In this unit, the phenomenon is sufficiently complex and the experimental design task is relatively open, which encouraged students to explore different aspects of the phenomenon through a variety of experimental S. D. Hester et al. FIGURE 7 . Groups of two or three students drew models to explain how Chlamydomonas performed phototaxis (swimming toward light). These final models reflected the results from experiments (outlined to the right) designed and performed by each group. tools. For example, one group focused on testing the hypothesis that light-sensing structures (eyespots) and motility structures (flagella) were necessary for the phototaxis behavior (Figure 7 , top). They chose to test their hypothesis by observing whether mutants that lacked functional eyespots and flagella were able to demonstrate phototaxis. Another group focused on the role of eyespot calcium channels in detecting light and enabling phototaxis. They hypothesized that movement of calcium ions into the cell when these channels open in response to light triggers a signal that causes flagella to move toward the detected light (Figure 7, bottom ). This group also tested an additional hypothesis, that because phototaxis evolved as a way to optimize light exposure for photosynthesis, photosynthesis might be necessary for driving phototaxis. They tested these two hypotheses using pharmacological manipulation of the wildtype strain. They treated cells with either EGTA (ethylene glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid, a chelating agent that deprives cells of available calcium ions) or DCMU (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea, an herbicide that, at low concentrations, blocks the light reactions of photosynthesis without immediately killing cells) and then assayed their ability to detect and respond to light and to demonstrate phototaxis. Although these two groups' models share similarities in the mechanisms they propose, they chose to explore different aspects of their models using very different experimental tools.
As was the case in the bacterial growth unit, groups' revised models often included more molecular mechanism than their initial models. For example, one of the students in the group that produced the model in the bottom panel of Figure 7 wrote the following in her lab report at the end of the unit:
The most important feature the final model depicts are how the light source will excite and open channelrhodopsin ion channels in the eyespot, and how the influx of calcium results in cell signaling that guides the flagella in the direction of the light source. The model also makes the distinction that the light source may excite the channelrhodopsin channels to open, but without the calcium as a second messenger inside the cell no cell signaling can occur and the flagella will not move towards the light source and perform phototaxis. The model clearly supports our results since the EGTA Ca2+ deprivation treatment resulted in no phototaxis, but the DCMU treated cells did phototax since the necessary components were present (light and calcium).
Here, the student discusses the molecular details in her group's model. She goes on to discuss the inclusion of additional molecular detail in their revised model compared to their initial model:
This final model is different from the original because it includes more details about the ion channel and the affect calcium has on cell signaling. The previous model simply displayed the cell moving towards light because the eyespot sensed it without any of these essential details.
Finally, she describes the limitations of the model-that it lacks a mechanism for how calcium signaling ultimately causes the flagella to move:
The specifics of how calcium creates a cell signal that reaches the flagella are speculative, but it is known that calcium is the second messenger that begins the process.
This discussion demonstrates the student's awareness of the importance of specific explanatory molecular mechanisms to a satisfying model.
The Chlamydomonas phototaxis unit was similar to the bacterial growth unit in that students all began by observing and attempting to explain the same initial phenomenon. However, this later unit had a greater diversity of available tools and was more open-ended as to what questions the students might choose to investigate. This unit was near the end of the semester, and students seemed to take up the challenge of posing their own questions and hypotheses.
To What Extent Do Students Identify as Scientists and Take Agency of Their Own Ideas within an AIM-Bio Curriculum?
So I think a large part of [feeling like a scientist] was having to draw out the models and, they say, "we're not going to tell you how, like, figure out, like, what can you do?" It needs to be something that's testable; it needs to be something that we have the resources and tools in order to actually conduct. I feel like that and having to think about it in our own way and draw conclusions and-like, we could have run an entire wrong experiment and they wouldn't have told us until, like, they would've been, like, "yeah, you probably shouldn't have done that," like, at the end. Like, that's so cool.
This quotation, and others like it, collected during end-ofsemester interviews, suggest that experiencing a sense of agency or ownership over their own ideas and actions was an important force for motivating and empowering students to invest in the processes of forming and revising their models. On the basis of these data, as well as our experiences as instructors in the classroom, we predicted that AIM-Bio students would report having greater agency and ownership within their IMCB lab than students in the unrevised lab course. To test this prediction, we used the POS . This survey was designed to detect differences in perceived ownership between students in traditional versus research-based laboratory experiences. We administered the survey in four contexts: the unrevised and AIM-Bio university lab courses and the unrevised and AIM-Bio community college courses. As shown in Table 3 , results for students in labs with AIM-Bio indicated higher rates of feelings of project ownership than those for students in unrevised labs at both institutions. Because the two contexts differed, we analyzed the data from the university and community college separately. Of the four categories identified in an exploratory factor analysis (described in the Methods section), university AIM-Bio students had more positive responses than university unrevised-section students in three categories: Personal Investment, Positive Emotions, and Self-Efficacy/ Unexpected Experiences. University students from the two curricula did not significantly differ from one another in the category of Real-World Contributions. These results are consistent with the goals and design of the AIM-Bio curriculum. Students had greater authorship of and responsibility for their experiences in the AIM-Bio sections. Neither the university AIM-Bio nor the unrevised curriculum, however, involved generating data or analyses for a publishable research project. At the community college, responses from students in the AIM-Bio and unrevised sections of the course differed in all four categories. Although it is impossible to disentangle the relative impacts of the AIM-Bio and CURE units on community college students' responses, it is plausible that the AIM-Bio units impacted students similarly in the university and community college settings and that the CURE at the community college strongly impacted students' responses in the Real-World Contributions category.
Student interview data also suggested that experiencing agency within the AIM-Bio curriculum was associated with students identifying as scientists. To further investigate this connection, we administered a written survey that included the prompt, "Have you ever felt like a scientist? (Yes/No) Please explain." We gave the survey to university students in the AIMBio and unrevised laboratory courses at the end of the semester. We coded each student's response as falling into one of three categories: "No," "Yes (does not specify IMCB)," and "Yes (specifies IMCB)." Figure 8 shows the comparison between responses from AIM-Bio students and unrevised-curriculum students at the university. The AIM-Bio curriculum appears to have a greater positive effect on students' identities as scientists. Ninety-five percent from the AIM-Bio sections responded "Yes," compared with 79% from the unrevised curriculum. A large percentage of students in both groups answered "Yes" without specifically stating that they felt this way in the biology lab course (IMCB). Responses from these students described in general what made them feel like a scientist or referred to an experience in another laboratory course, in an authentic research lab, or in everyday Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between the AIM-Bio and unrevised sections at each institution: *p ≤ 0.01; **p ≤ 0.001; ***p < 0.0001. p values were calculated with Welch's two-sample t test. Note that the responses were on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree), with agreement signaling stronger feelings of positivity.
S. D. Hester et al.
FIGURE 8. Students responded to the prompt "Have you ever felt like a scientist? (Yes/No) Please explain" on a written survey. Students' responses were coded for whether they said "yes" or "no." "Yes" responses were further coded for whether they specifically indicated that they had felt like a scientist in their IMCB laboratory course.
life. However, a significantly greater number of students within the AIM-Bio curriculum (44%) specifically reported having felt like scientists in IMCB compared with students within the unrevised curriculum (21%). We were also interested in what made students feel like scientists. This reflects the students' views of what it means to participate in science and illuminates the curricular elements that supported students' identities as scientists in this context. We coded students' "Yes" responses for criteria for feeling like a scientist. Coded categories, examples of students' responses placed in these categories, and the number of students coded for each category are shown in Table 4 . Interestingly, students' scientific identities were supported by both hands-on laboratory techniques (pipetting, mixing chemicals, etc.) and more cognitively demanding tasks (testing hypotheses, designing experiments, drawing conclusions from results). Many students also reported autonomy/ ownership as a reason why they had felt like scientists. Consistent with our interpretation of the POS results, community college students specifically mentioned both the AIM-Bio units and the CURE unit when describing why they felt like scientists.
Does an AIM-Bio Curriculum Impact Students' Views of the Nature of Science and/or Scientific Skills? Next, we wanted to measure how students' understanding of the nature of science and their skills for doing science changed over the course of the semester. We hypothesized that, through experiencing authentic scientific practices in the AIM-Bio curriculum, students would develop a more expert-like view of the scientific process as well as enhanced ability to solve scientific problems. To test this, we administered two pre-and postsemester assessments in the university AIM-Bio course: a written Nature of Science survey and the Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning. A written survey was adapted from our pre/ post interview protocol based on analysis of those interviews (as described in the Methods section). Three of the prompts on the survey were designed to measure elements of students' understanding of the role of experimentation in science, experimental design, and what makes a theory. We referred to this part of the written survey as the Nature of Science survey. The adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning is intended to TABLE 4. Two researchers independently applied coding categories to student responses for students who were coded as having felt like scientists (the coding scheme is available in the Supplemental Material)
Category
Representative student response Critical thinking/problem solving "Scientists solve everyday problems and I believe we all have the ability to do so!" "I feel like the more involved I get in science, the more I begin to think like a scientist. That is, more logically."
14
Content/understanding "Coming to an understanding of science in a lab setting helps me feel like I'm in touch with how science works."
9
Explanation building "When analyzing the results of our bacterial culture lab … I was close to the answer to make my model work all I needed was the results of another group in the class in a particular test … it was a eureka moment."
7
Asking questions "A scientist is someone who is curious about how or why something works." 5 a Each student response could be assigned multiple reason codes.
measure students' general skills for doing science (Benford and Lawson, 2001, adapted from Lawson, 1978) . We predicted that individual students' views of science may move along a gradient of increasing sophistication over the semester. To test this prediction, we assigned pre/post Nature of Science scores to each student according to his or her responses on the pre/post Nature of Science survey (details of this analysis are described in the Methods section). Possible scores range from 0 to 9, reflecting levels of sophistication of nature of science understanding evident in the survey responses. As predicted, we observed a positive shift in the distribution of Nature of Science scores from pre to post ( Figure 9A) . The difference between the pre and post score distributions was confirmed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p = 0.00044). There was a positive shift in the Nature of Science score for 60% (25/42) of students, and a negative shift for only 12% (5/42) of students. To further analyze how these shifts were distributed in the population, we separated students into those who initially performed in roughly the bottom third (those who scored between 0 and 4, 36% of students; Figure 9B ) from those who were higher scoring (those who scored higher than 4, 64% of students; Figure 9C ). Students with relatively high initial scores experienced very modest gains, if any. This is possibly due to a "ceiling effect" on the ability of high scores to increase. There is, however, a clear and substantial shift toward higher scores for those with low initial scores. Because we were interested in the shift likely to be experienced by a "typical" student, we also looked at the pre/post distributions for students who initially scored in roughly the middle half (the 48% of students with an initial score between 4 and 6; Figure 9D ). These students' scores also shift toward higher scores, though the change is less marked than for those with the lowest initial scores. These results support the view that, although there was much variation in students' views of the nature of science both before and after the course, individual students shifted toward having more sophisticated views of the nature of science over the course of the semester.
The adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (Benford and Lawson, 2001 ) is a validated 24-item, multiple-choice assessment intended to measure students' scientific reasoning abilities outside any particular disciplinary context. We administered the assessment online at the beginning and end of the Fall 2017 semester to students in AIM-Bio laboratory sections. We saw a statistically significant increase in the mean AIM-Bio score from pre to post, from 66% correct pre to 72% post (confirmed with a Welch's two-tailed, paired t test, p = 0.032). Most of these gains were concentrated on seven questions (questions 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 21 , and 22) assessing proportional reasoning and drawing inferences from data. These gains are consistent with skills practiced by students in the AIM-Bio laboratory course.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present data in the context of a novel, model based-inquiry curriculum for an undergraduate biology FIGURE 9. (A) We observed a positive shift in the distribution of Nature of Science scores for university AIM-Bio students. The difference between the pre and post score distributions was confirmed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p = 0.00044). To better understand how this shift is distributed in the population, we also visualized the pre/post distributions for (B) initially low-performing students (those scoring between 0 and 4 on the pre survey, 36% of students) and (C) the remaining, initially relatively high-performing students (those scoring between 5 and 8 on the pre survey, 64% of students). (D) We also visualized the pre/post distributions for the middle-performing roughly half of students (those scoring between 4 and 6 on the pre survey, 48% of students).
laboratory course. Analysis of classroom artifacts and student interviews suggested that this curriculum prompted students to generate diverse hypotheses and models. In addition, the curriculum required students to test their hypotheses and revise their models in response to experimental data. In this way, the theoretical aspects of scientific practice (hypothesizing, modeling, explanation construction) were juxtaposed with more empirical practices (experimental design, data collection, data interpretation). Moreover, evidence supports that experiencing a level of scientific freedom was important for students. Both interviews and surveys indicated that students felt an enhanced sense of agency and identity as a scientist within the AIM-Bio curriculum as compared with the unrevised curriculum for the course. Finally, written survey and assessment data indicate that students increased in their understanding of the nature of science and their general scientific skills. In our view, inclusion (and integration) of both theoretical and empirical practices was important in making the curriculum an opportunity for students to learn about authentic scientific inquiry.
AIM-Bio Supports Integration of Science Content and Scientific Practices
The curricular approach we describe here is designed to move students away from learning explanations, which we see as an approach that focuses primarily on science content. Instead students are asked to build scientific explanations, an approach that requires integration of science content and scientific practices. This form of integration brings authenticity to science learning (Osborne, 2014; Passmore et al., 2014) . Further, we argue that learning science ideas in the context of doing science is likely to positively affect the learning process.
The AIM-Bio laboratory curriculum is based on learning objectives that integrate biological concepts with science practices. For example, one learning objective from the bacterial growth unit is, "Apply ideas about metabolism and enzymes to construct explanations for bacterial growth." To meet this objective, students must use the scientific practice of explanation construction, but they also must use or learn specific biological concepts. Students combine their prior knowledge with ideas they are learning in the lecture and laboratory courses to construct and test explanations for the target phenomenon and thus further their understanding of bacterial growth. This integrated instructional approach requires that instructors provide scientific information (i.e., content) to students to facilitate their development of explanations for target phenomena. In the AIM-Bio curriculum, content was shared with students through whole-class instruction and readings as well as individual instruction that was required as students explored diverse ideas and explanations.
Asking AIM-Bio students to construct explanations situates their learning in the context of a problem. They may solve this problem through use of authentic scientific practices such as modeling, experimental design, and data interpretation. We did not directly compare how well students learned biological concepts through AIM-Bio versus the unrevised laboratory curriculum. However, previous work suggests that instructional practices that require students to construct meaning within the context of a problem or investigation (specifically, problembased and inquiry approaches) can have a positive impact on learning (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007) . For example, a wellcontrolled study within the context of a master's of business administration course directly compared learning through a traditional or problem-based approach and found a positive effect of the latter on students' ability to produce their own explanations of concepts during the end-of-semester exam (Capon and Kuhn, 2004) . Although learning scientists have not yet established why learning within the context of a problem is beneficial, there are some hypotheses to suggest why this may be the case. First, when asked to solve a problem, students are likely to activate their prior knowledge and connect this knowledge to the new ideas they are learning. This could increase the number of connections to the learned concept and impact future retrieval (Schwartz and Bransford, 1998; Capon and Kuhn, 2004) . In addition, there is evidence to suggest that the process of constructing one's own explanation (which can be viewed as a "problem" in a science classroom) has a positive impact on learning (Chi et al., 1989 (Chi et al., , 1994 .
Models Act as Powerful Thinking Tools in Science and in the Classroom
A key aspect of our instructional design is the focus on modeling as an organizing theme. In the AIM-Bio curriculum, model drawings play a role as representations of the current student explanations present in the classroom. The process of making model drawings encouraged students to discuss their ideas within their groups and commit to particular explanatory elements. These drawings made student thinking visible to instructors as well as other students. This focus on models drew explicit attention to students' cognition about relevant biological concepts. Importantly, the AIM-Bio curriculum treats models as flexible, able to change in response to current experimental data or new ideas. In addition to prompting students to draw and refine models, we asked them to reflect during individual lab reports on their process of model change. This pushed students to be metacognitive about their own scientific process.
The way that we used models in the AIM-Bio curriculum assumed that students would come to use models to support generative reasoning in the way that scientists do. Specifically, models have been shown to allow simulative and causal reasoning when thinking about scientific explanations (Nersessian, 2008) . Further, models serve as the central organizing feature for the scientific process of making and testing predictions and constructing explanations from scientific data (Passsmore et al., 2009) . We found that model drawings did serve students in these ways within the AIM-Bio curriculum, but not without prompting and scaffolding by instructors. These scaffolds included encouraging students to include visual representations and icons, as well as tentative ideas and hypotheses, in their model drawings. The need for such scaffolding is consistent with prior research demonstrating the high cognitive demand of converting verbal information to visual (Van Meter et al., 2006) and previous work suggesting developing expertise in modeling includes learning to view models as flexible representations that may change as new data become available (Schwartz et al., 2009; Quillin and Thomas, 2015) . Previous instructional design studies supporting MBI among middle school students also underscored the need for instructors to provide scaffolding for students in using evidence to evaluate scientific models (Rinehart et al., 2014) . We chose student lab reports as the place to provide instructional scaffolds and feedback to support development of this skill.
AIM-Bio Supports Student Agency and Self-Efficacy
A central design goal in building our curriculum was to engage students in authentic scientific inquiry. This supported students in developing a sense of agency in the classroom, as it gave them control over many of their physical experiences in the classroom (e.g., which experiments they performed and how) and their cognitive engagement (e.g., how they built explanations of biological phenomena). This sense of agency played an important role in supporting students' identities as scientists. Scientific inquiry is well suited to allow a high level of physical and cognitive agency, as it assumes that different students will pursue different possible explanations (cognitive agency) through different means (physical agency). Importantly, we found that students' sense of control over their physical actions encouraged them to take more control and invest more in their explanations-having the power to determine how they were going to explore their ideas encouraged them to invest in those ideas. Moreover, the aim of the inquiry was to arrive at a biologically defensible explanation that was supported by the available data, rather than a single, predetermined (and likely preknown) answer. We believe that this emphasis on building explanations, rather than learning explanations that were presented to them, also contributed to students' sense of cognitive agency.
The development of a sense of agency is tied to one's sense of self-efficacy in a particular domain. Given that self-efficacy is not a general trait of an individual-it varies from field to field, and even from task to task (Bandura, 2012 )-encouraging students' self-efficacy in science courses is important. The literature describing and investigating self-efficacy in general and in educational settings has identified "enactive mastery experiences" as the primary way in which people build a strong and enduring sense of self-efficacy (e.g., Bandura, 1997; Palmer, 2006; van Dinther et al., 2011) . Characteristics of these experiences are that they are perceived as authentic, challenging, and successful after a period of struggle (Bandura, 1997) . These characteristics align well with the goals and design principles that we used to design the AIM-Bio curriculum: we engaged students in authentic scientific reasoning tasks, paying close attention to the task difficulty level and providing scaffolds to support student success without infringing on their autonomy. It is relevant to note that in studies identifying factors that contribute to students' self-efficacy in higher education settings, practical experience alone-even when the students are successful-has not been found to be sufficient to increase students' self-efficacy (van Dinther et al., 2011) . Instead, grappling with and ultimately succeeding at a difficult task that does not initially seem within an individual's ability to accomplish sends a signal to that individual about his or her ability to productively work through challenges in that domain.
Given the emphasis on students' agency in AIM-Bio, it is important to note that the AIM-Bio classroom is not a free-forall; there are many instructional scaffolds to support students' success (as is the case for effective inquiry instruction more generally; e.g., Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007) . We compare our roles as instructors of an AIM-Bio laboratory course to that of a faculty mentor for an undergraduate researcher working on his or her own project: the students are given the role as the drivers of the work, but we are there to provide resources, constructive feedback, and encouragement. Moreover, it is not the case that, in an AIM-Bio classroom, all ideas are equal. Although students are free to speculate widely, they are also responsible for creating explanations that are consistent with biological principles and currently available data. At the end of the day, students are held to account for the reasonableness of their explanations. A key difference between an AIM-Bio and a more traditional laboratory classroom, however, are the sources of accountability. In a traditional laboratory class, students are held to account for a specific, provided explanation-if they repeat the explanation imperfectly, they receive feedback from the instructor to that effect. In an AIM-Bio classroom, on the other hand, students' ideas receive pushback from the physical world-their explanations either are or are not consistent with data about how the system behaves.
AIM-Bio in the Context of Undergraduate Laboratory Course Reform
As the spaces where students encounter some of the tools and procedures for doing science and engage in hands-on activities, undergraduate laboratory courses offer an opportunity to introduce students to what it means to do science. It is broadly recognized, however, that traditional "cookbook" laboratory courses fail to engage students in authentic scientific experiences (e.g., Germann et al., 1996; Brownell et al., 2012;  President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2012). By focusing on performing confirmatory experiments, such courses do not expose students to the roles that community, creativity, and uncertainty play in science, or even to the central purpose of science-to generate and vet novel ideas about how the world works. Failing to provide students with authentic experiences of science has a variety of negative consequences. For one, students do not get opportunities to develop the cognitive skills necessary for doing science in an authentic environment-for example, it is a very different experience to analyze data in light of a flexible model than to do so in the context of confirming a known principle. For another, by propagating a false view of what is involved in "doing science," confirmatory laboratory activities may alienate students who would thrive in a more authentic setting and discourage them from persisting in science programs (Graham et al., 2013) .
For these reasons, undergraduate laboratory courses have long been the focus of reform efforts. Many of the curricula developed through these efforts have been characterized as "inquiry." There is great diversity, however, among curricula labeled with this term. Typically, inquiry instruction involves students investigating a question with an unknown (to the students) answer by engaging in some subset of the following activities: making observations, asking questions, proposing explanations, designing experiments, conducting experiments, analyzing data, and revising explanations in light of data (NRC, 2000; Wallace et al., 2003; Weaver et al., 2008, Alkaher and Dolan, 2011) . A given inquiry curriculum may give students primary control over more or fewer of these elements. Thus, inquiry instruction falls along a continuum from more instructor-guided to more open-ended (Windschitl, 2002; Bell et al., 2005; Weaver et al., 2008) . Although some have conflated inquiry and unscaffolded "discovery learning" (Kirschner et al., 2006) , even very open-ended inquiry is often highly scaffolded to support student success (e.g., Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007) . In the AIM-Bio curriculum described here, we began with a unit (membrane transport) that was heavily guided by the instructors in order to give students experience with the novel practices of building, discussing, and revising models and to introduce students to the idea that even models in which they have high confidence must be flexible in light of data that challenge those models. Throughout the semester, we moved toward more open-inquiry units, giving students greater control over aspects of the inquiry and fading the scaffolding for particular tasks as students gained competence and confidence. By the time students encountered the Chlamydomonas phototaxis unit, in which they took primary control over all aspects of the inquiry, they had received significant support, instruction, and feedback on how to conduct a productive investigation.
Lately, there has been much focus on CUREs as a way to address the shortcomings of traditional laboratory instruction. These courses aim to scale up the experience of a mentored research internship to involve an entire class of students in ongoing scientific research (Auchincloss et al., 2014) . Characteristics of a CURE, identified by a working group of the Course-Based Undergraduate Research Experiences Network (CUREnet), are use of multiple scientific practices, discovery (in that it is unknown to both the students and the instructor what they will find), broadly relevant or important work, collaboration, and iteration (Auchincloss et al. 2014) . Those researching CUREs have reported positive outcomes that address many of the criticisms of traditional laboratory curricula. These include increased content knowledge, skills for doing science, self-efficacy, persistence in science, increased project ownership, and increased science identity (reviewed in Corwin et al., 2015) .
The AIM-Bio curriculum presented here has characteristics and outcomes in common with CUREs. In both CUREs and the AIM-Bio curriculum, students engage in multiple scientific practices beyond those typically exercised in traditional laboratory courses; the outcomes of students' investigations are unknown to the students; students collaborate with one another as peers and with the instructor as a mentor; and iteration is built into the process. AIM-Bio students experienced a sense of project ownership similar to that reported for CURE students . This is consistent with the recent findings by Corwin et al. (2018) that collaboration and iteration contribute significantly to students' feelings of ownership in a course and by Ballen et al. (2018) that students in a nonmajors inquiry course experienced a sense of ownership similar to students in a comparable CURE course despite the absence of novel discovery and broad relevance. Both CUREs and the AIM-Bio curriculum have resulted in increases in students' skills for doing science. Because assessment measures differ between studies and often rely on self-reporting by students or faculty, however, it is difficult to compare the relative impact of CUREs and the AIM-BIO curriculum on specific scientific skills. It is likely that students in the different curricula develop different but overlapping skill sets, depending on the emphasis of each course. Similarly, students in both CUREs and the AIM-Bio curriculum have experienced increases in their understanding of the nature of science, but these results cannot be directly compared, as they were assessed differently. We have not directly assessed the impact of the AIM-Bio curriculum on increases in students' conceptual knowledge or student persistence in STEM programsthese are potential avenues for future research.
Key differences between CUREs and the AIM-Bio curriculum stem from the fact that, in CUREs, students are investigating questions with answers unknown by and relevant to the broader scientific community, whereas in the AIM-Bio curriculum, the answers are known to the community and the instructors, though unknown to the students. Each has its advantages. Because CUREs involve students in addressing questions that are relevant to the broader community, they promote students' sense that they are making a meaningful contribution and potentially provide avenues for students' ongoing involvement in the greater community. On the other hand, the goal of generating data that are useful to the broader scientific community may constrain the types of data collected and therefore encourage greater designer/instructor control over, for example, which questions are asked and how experiments are designed in order to productively address those questions. When evidence is being collected strictly for classroom use, there is little opportunity cost to giving students greater control over which questions are asked, which data are generated, and how those data are generated. By their nature, CUREs require significant ongoing input by research faculty to remain current and relevant. Those with a large benchwork component are also likely to require more state-of-the-art equipment and expensive reagents than are typically used in classroom settings. Where resources permit, these are advantages. They can, however, represent significant hurdles for implementation and maintenance of CURE curricula at institutions with fewer resources and/or large numbers of students, particularly at the introductory level. An advantage of the AIM-Bio curriculum is that it was deliberately designed to be relatively inexpensive to initiate and run, while still incorporating authentic benchwork skills.
Challenges and Limitations
There are several challenges to designing an AIM-Bio-style curriculum. As described in the Instructional Design section, the choice of phenomena is central to its success. Crucially, a target phenomenon for an AIM-Bio unit must have multiple biologically plausible potential explanations that are accessible to the students. Moreover, tools must be available to test the variety of hypotheses that students generate. Because traditional lab curricula tend to rely on confirmation experiments with results that are (by design) already known to the students, they are not suitable for "retrofitting" with the AIM-Bio model-a developer must identify and develop curriculum around new phenomena and tools, many of which require adaptation and troubleshooting. Identifying appropriate phenomena and developing them for laboratory classroom use is thus no easy task. Another challenge, typical for implementation of an inquiry curriculum, is deciding when to include curricular scaffolds to provide students with the resources to productively engage without sacrificing the mystery motivating that engagement. Finally, most institutions have limited resources to devote to undergraduate labs. This places some limits on the techniques available for testing students' ideas, which constrains the target phenomena and tools that may be included in the curriculum.
Implementing an AIM-Bio curriculum also presents challenges. Instructors as well as students must shift their focus from students' understanding of provided explanations to students' development of the skills necessary for building explanations. This is bound to place many instructors and students outside their comfort zones. From an instructor's perspective, teaching an AIM-Bio course requires constraint-resisting the temptation to "nudge" students toward correct ideas in favor of allowing students to develop their own ideas. Providing feedback also becomes more challenging. The goal is not to guide students toward an understanding of a particular explanation, but rather to challenge students-and encourage them to challenge one another-to defend their ideas in light of biological principles and available data. For students to benefit from this shift in instructional focus, a supportive classroom culture must be established: students must feel safe presenting ideas but accepting of the reality that not all ideas will survive the process. In an effort to establish such an environment, instructors in our implementation demonstrated enthusiasm and curiosity about students' ideas. At the same time, we worked with students to help them think through and develop their ideas and experimental approaches. Given these supports, the challenges of grappling with the unknown and generating their own answers, rather than having answers provided them, supported students in feeling like scientists (e.g., as seen in the quotes under "Experimental Design/Drawing Conclusions" in Table 4 ).
Limitations of our data collection prevent us from addressing certain questions. For logistical reasons and to avoid "survey fatigue," we did not administer the Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning in unrevised sections of the university IMCB laboratory course. Thus, we cannot make comparisons between the unrevised and AIM-Bio courses for this instrument. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility that factors other than the AIM-Bio curriculum were responsible for student gains on the instrument. It has been demonstrated elsewhere, however, that students in traditional educational settings do not typically demonstrate statistically significant improvements on this and similar instruments (Johnson and Lawson, 1998; Benford and Lawson, 2001) . At the community college and in the unrevised university lab course, the first two class periods focused on the nature of science and the scientific method. Because this occurred immediately before pre-instruction data collection, we did not deem it productive to administer the written Nature of Science survey to students at the community college or in the unrevised university course at that time. Thus, we are unable to make a pre/post comparison of these students' understanding of the nature of science in the same way that we did for the university AIM-Bio students. Finally, we did not administer a pre/post biology concept assessment, so we are currently unable to compare students' biology concept learning gains between unrevised and AIMBio sections of the course.
Because the community college course simultaneously incorporated both AIM-Bio and CURE units, we are unable to separate the impacts of the two. We can, however, report that community college students, as well as university students, productively engaged in generating, testing, and revising a diversity of explanatory models in the AIM-Bio units. Moreover, our POS results and community college students' responses to the written question "Have you ever felt like a scientist? (Yes/No) Please explain" are consistent with the interpretation that the CURE unit primarily impacted students' sense of having made a real-world contribution, whereas the AIM-Bio units supported other aspects of autonomy and ownership.
We are currently limited in our ability to describe increases in students' skills for doing science. Although we did see an encouraging gain on the adapted Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning, there is imperfect alignment between the instrument and the skills primarily targeted by the AIM-Bio curriculum. Students showed gains for items that most closely aligned with skills practiced in the class; more complex skills involved in explanation building, however, are not assessed by the instrument. Such skills are difficult to assess, particularly in a pre/ post manner. Engaging in explanation building is a highly contextualized process: it is difficult to assess a student's explanation-building skills outside their content knowledge and conceptual understanding relevant to particular biological phenomena. This presents a challenge for measuring students' pre-instruction skills or making comparisons between different instructional contexts.
Future Directions
Our ongoing research is focusing on the mechanisms that support learning in the MBI curriculum. We are analyzing classroom audio recordings and artifacts to better understand the ways in which students develop the scientific practices of modeling, experimental design, and data interpretation. We are also investigating further potential links between students' scientific agency and their development and exercise of these practices. Furthermore, we are working to describe students' skill development through qualitative analysis of pre/post interviews in which students engage in think-aloud modeling and hypothesis-testing tasks. Future research will explore how best to scale up and disseminate this AIM-Bio curriculum for implementation in a variety of settings.
